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Introduction
Predicting the moment attributable to a liquid payload in a spinning and coning projectile is a problem of considerable interest to the Army. Stewartson (1) was first to consider inviscid payloads contained in a right circular cylinder, and his results gave coning Eigen frequencies that can possibly cause catastrophic yaw for a liquid-carrying projectile. First order viscous boundary layer corrections of the Stewartson theory were made by Wedemeyer (2) and Murphy (3) . A method for calculating the linear liquid moment using the full linear viscous equations with boundary layer corrections confined only to the end caps (candlesticks) was presented by Hall, Sedney, and Gerber (4, 5) .
A further interest to the army is to consider a series of uniform circular cylinders stacked end to end separated by impenetrable end caps. These candlesticks may be situated along the symmetry axis or offset from this axis but parallel to the symmetry axis of the projectile. Coning motion-induced liquid moments are considered here for a number of candlestick configurations. The Eigen frequencies for such configurations are shown to be identical to those found by Stewartson (1).
Liquid payloads contained in a highly permeable material have been of interest to the U.S. Army for some time. Laboratory tests and flight tests have shown that a highly permeable medium can significantly reduce the spin-up time of a liquid payload (6, 7, 8) . Flight stability for liquidsaturated permeable payloads has also been examined by D'Amico (9, 10) . An investigation by Cooper (11) considered inertial waves in a coning projectile with a saturated porous media payload so that the media are homogenous and isotropic. The present work extends the Stewartson and Cooper problems by considering a cylindrical cavity filled with a permeable medium that is impregnated with an inviscid liquid, but this medium is not necessarily isotropic. Following Cooper, we introduced a further modification by segmenting the cavity along the symmetry axes into a sequence of equal length cylinders. Each of these cylinders is separated by impermeable end caps. The porous media are modeled by a drag term, which is proportional to the liquid velocity relative to the assumed ridge porous media that are added to the linearized Euler equations. This analysis examines the induced liquid moment as a function of parameters found by Stewartson (1) plus parameters describing the porous media and the number of segments in the cylindrical cavity. Figure 1 shows the Z , Y , X ′ ′ ′ axes rotating uniformly about X′ with angular velocity ( )
Equations of Motion for the Off-Axis Candlestick Configurations
and figure 2 presents details of the internal configuration of the candlestick payloads. The liquid is assumed to be initially rotating as a rigid body with the same angular speed P so the velocity V′ of the liquid inside the cylinders is
The unperturbed state for equation 1 satisfies the Euler equation: 
The projectile is assumed to undergo small angle coning motion about the Z , Y , X ′ ′ ′ frame and is related to the projectile body axes, Z Y, X, , by the following transformation (3): 
where the coning damping rate is ε the coning frequency is T and 0 K is the magnitude of the small coning angle. Equation 5 shows that the angular velocity, to first order in 0 K , is written as a column vector with body frame components 
for which the components of v and the pressure perturbation p all have the magnitudes of order 0 K .
The liquid payload is assumed to have low viscosity and the magnitude P is assumed to be large so that the fluid motion is adequately described by Euler's equations. (The M864 projectile in free flight with a water payload has a Reynolds number on the order of 6 10 .) Neglecting all higher order terms in small 0 K makes the Euler equations take the following form:
are cylindrical components of the perturbed velocity for the perturbed pressure, p .
Normal boundary conditions at the solid wall satisfy
in which n is an outward unit vector on the wall and Rs a point on any cylinder wall. Equation 6 when substituted into equation 9 causes the normal boundary conditions to become
These show that separable solutions to equation 8 are obtained by
and solving for the velocity components yields
Using the continuity equation,
, produces the following equation for the pressure p : 
Candlestick(s) Liquid Moments
The moment induced by the liquid contained in the segmented cavity is calculated from the time derivative of the angular momentum field. Non-dimensionalizing the moment with 2 4 P C a ρ π 2 makes it convenient to write the side moment components,
Therefore, the induced moment on the entire candlestick consisting of N end-to-end sub-cylinders of length Δ is given by ( )
Note that symmetry attributable to the geometry of each candlestick and equation 14 causes the axial component of LM C to integrate identically to zero.
The calculation of equation 16 is tedious. The details are not given here (3, 11) , but the result is the following expression: 
This is the same criterion first found by Stewartson (1) for the symmetrically located liquid payload, i.e., at 0 R = . This says that the Stewartson tables can be used to determine such Eigen frequencies where the aspect ratio is taken to be N a C 2 .
One further comment regarding equation 17 is that LM C approaches the value produced by a frozen liquid as N becomes large, provided that Eigen frequencies are sufficiently removed from the region of interest. In fact, the rate of approach to the frozen limit is very rapid since it goes as 2 N 1
. Typical coning frequencies of the M864 are presented in figure 3 . Figures 3 and 4 give examples of moment coefficients, Figure 3 shows that coning rates are in the range of 0 ≤ T ≤ 0.1, and figures 4 and 5 indicate that large over-turning moments caused by the liquid payload should not result in flight instabilities for the parameters examined here. However, if the parameters and particularly, the aspect ratio, were to change, instabilities could result (see figure 6 as an example). However, if the parameters and particularly the aspect ratio were to change, instabilities could result. Figure 6 is one such example. 
Aspect Ratio (C/a)=23 R
Equations of Motion for the Symmetry Axis Porous Media Configuration
For this problem, the moment arm 0 R 0 = so the position vector becomes 
are the x , , r θ components of the fluid velocity and p is the perturbation pressure. Note the terms that are proportional to the constants Invoking the fact that the flowing liquid is incompressible causes the continuity equation to give the following expression for the perturbation pressure p 
Porous Media Liquid Moments
The procedure (equation 16) for calculating liquid side moments gives the following expression for liquid-saturated porous media in N cylinders, separated by impermeable end caps, located along the projectile symmetry axis: 
The sharp peaks indicate Eigen frequencies which are now complex since 
Calculation Method
The equations of the last sections need to be calculated for a wide range of flight, geometry, and porous media parameters all of which require values of Bessel functions. For small values of z z , simply using power series expansions of each Bessel function works very well. Bessel functions at large values of z z were obtained by asymptotic expansions (13) . Generally, calculating Bessel functions for complex arguments for intermediate values of z z is a non-trivial problem and the methods used here employ Gaussian continued fractions. This author has judged that a further discussion of these methods is not appropriate for this article but the reader should be aware of the numerical difficulties associated with calculating complex Bessel functions.
Conclusions
The off-axis candlestick problem has been shown to be equivalent to the inviscid Stewartson (1) problem whenever porous media are not present or can be ignored. Resonant frequencies are independent of the candlestick off-axis position and can be found with tabulations that have already been found (1, 3) . Values not found in such tables can readily be obtained by simple numerical root-finding methods. The design configurations examined here show that flight instabilities should not occur for candlesticks with a low viscosity liquid and as N increases, the liquid behaves more like a frozen liquid.
Cases when the candlestick contains saturated porous media that are located along the symmetry axis of the projectile can possibly force resonances. In these cases, the Eigen S frequencies assume complex values so that damping or un-damping can occur. For the particular case when in order to gain a better idea where to search, in the complex plane, for such frequencies (7, 8, 10) . In all cases, the liquid moments approach the values for a frozen liquid with increasing values of N if Eigen frequencies are not present. Similar results also apply for increasing values of T C .
